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LHC produces  proton collisions per second: huge complex environment!𝒪(109)
Context: hadronic collisions at the Large Hadron Collider
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(from P. Skands and F. Krauss)

Simulation of the full event is very 
intensive and requires lots of 

computing power
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All steps can be computer-intensive: how to accelerate the process?

Toolchain for event generation

519/11/2021

1. Hard matrix element generation (Les Houches event) 

2. Parton shower to account for soft radiation 

3. Hadronization effects, pile-up, etc. 

4. Detector simulation (fast with Delphes, or full with 
dedicated tool e.g. GEANT4) 

5. Extract useful physical observables from Root files 
produced after step 4

With  events, a bottleneck𝒪(1M)
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Main idea: train with a small dataset, use machine 
learning networks to learn the underlying distribution 

and generate for free a much larger dataset

The machine learning approach to event generation
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Since 2018, many papers have approached event generation with machine learning
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Abstract Machine Learning is a powerful tool to reveal

and exploit correlations in a multi-dimensional parameter

space. Making predictions from such correlations is a highly

non-trivial task, in particular when the details of the under-

lying dynamics of a theoretical model are not fully under-

stood. Using adversarial networks, we include a priori known

sources of systematic and theoretical uncertainties during the

training. This paves the way to a more reliable event classifi-

cation on an event-by-event basis, as well as novel approaches

to perform parameter fits of particle physics data. We demon-

strate the benefits of the method explicitly in an example

considering effective field theory extensions of Higgs boson

production in association with jets.

1 Introduction

The application of multi-variate analysis (MVA) techniques

and machine learning have a long-standing history in anal-

yses in particle physics and beyond. In the context of parti-

cle physics, machine learning-based approaches are typically

employed when the expected signal count is small compared

to the expected background contribution, thereby challenging

a more traditional cut-and-count analysis to reach sufficient

discriminating power to separate signal from backgrounds.

For instance, the recent observations of top quark-associated

Higgs production by CMS [1] and ATLAS [2] heavily rely

on multi-variate approaches. But machine learning has also

been considered in different contexts. The power of MVAs

in searches for new physics is that they adapt to correlations

in particle final states in order to map out relations between

theoretical input parameters (the Lagrangian) and the output,
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e.g. the physical final state given by a particular radiation pro-

file observed in a detector [3–31].

Machine learning approaches come into their own when

there is insufficient knowledge of the dynamics that connect

input and output, or in cases where there is no concrete model

at all. This forms the basis of applications of machine learning

approaches to stock trading and face or pattern recognition,

where comparably effortless predictions need to be made on

short timescales. This is qualitatively different for particle

physics applications where the underlying Standard Model of

Particle Physics (SM) is well-established. Connecting theo-

retical (not necessarily physical) input parameters with actual

measurements is not only possible, but sets the baseline of

the observed success of the SM over orders of magnitude.

Of course, these strategies, which are supported by factori-

sation principles [32,33] at the price of associated uncertain-

ties in perturbation theory, generalise to interactions beyond

the SM. Therefore, the most adapted approach to classifying

experimental observations (e.g. discriminating between sig-

nal and background) is using the theoretical model itself by

employing its S-Matrix as an observable. This is known as

the matrix-element method [34] and ATLAS and CMS have

used these techniques in Refs. [35,36]. This approach can

be extended to the full particle-level as discussed in Refs.

[37–40].

The downside of such methods is that they require exten-

sive computational resources and quick event-by-event selec-

tion is not possible without further simplifying assumptions.

These shortcomings motivate MVAs as interpolating tools

whose sensitivity will be bounded by the sensitivity that could

be achieved by a particle-level matrix element method.

Theoretical uncertainties are inherent to both the matrix

element method as well as the multivariate techniques as the

underlying Monte Carlo (MC) tool chain will be plagued by

a range of largely unphysical parameter choices (e.g. renor-

malisation, factorisation and shower scales). MVAs need to

be trained on MC output, at least for constraining models of
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Abstract

Event generation for the LHC can be supplemented by generative adversarial networks,

which generate physical events and avoid highly inefficient event unweighting. For top

pair production we show how such a network describes intermediate on-shell particles,

phase space boundaries, and tails of distributions. In particular, we introduce the maxi-

mum mean discrepancy to resolve sharp local features. It can be extended in a straight-

forward manner to include for instance off-shell contributions, higher orders, or approx-

imate detector effects.
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1 Introduction
First-principle simulations are a key ingredient to the ongoing success of the LHC, and they

are crucial for further developing it into a precision experiment testing the structure of the

Standard Model and its quantum field theory underpinnings. Such simulations of the hard

scattering process, QCD activity, hadronization, and detector effects are universally based on
1
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Abstract

The generation of unit-weight events for complex scattering processes presents a

severe challenge to modern Monte Carlo event generators. Even when using so-

phisticated phase-space sampling techniques adapted to the underlying transition

matrix elements, the e�ciency for generating unit-weight events from weighted

samples can become a limiting factor in practical applications. Here we present

a novel two-staged unweighting procedure that makes use of a neural-network

surrogate for the full event weight. The algorithm can significantly accelerate the

unweighting process, while it still guarantees unbiased sampling from the cor-

rect target distribution. We apply, validate and benchmark the new approach in

high-multiplicity LHC production processes, including Z/W+4 jets and tt̄+3 jets,

where we find speed-up factors up to ten.
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Two networks competing: generator produces fake data, discriminator distinguishes 
between real (training) input data and fake (produced by the generator) data 

 game theory where the generator learns the underlying (input) distribution⇒

What is a generative adversarial network (GAN)?

719/11/2021

GAN framework

2

Generator

Neural network model

Optimum = Nash equilibrium

Art forger analogy

Generator (art forger): Try creating fake paintings that look authentic 

Discriminator (art historian): Check paintings and try to catch the 
forgery 

Training: “Catch me if you can” game between the art forger and the art 
historian 

Success: Painted forgeries are so good that the art historian has at most 

a 50% guess ratio  The forger creates new work of the same style⇒
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Need first to assess whether we can create a qGAN for event generation: proof-of-concept! 

Can we also improve the state-of-the-art qGAN that already exist for other purposes?

Goal: proof-of-concept of quantum GAN

819/11/2021

Can we use quantum technologies to create an enhanced GAN?

• Can a quantum GAN (qGAN) be faster than a classical GAN?  quantum supremacy? 

• Would a qGAN have less parameters? 

• Would energy consumption be reduced on a quantum architecture?

⇔
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Quantum computing 
in a nutshell

Quantum machine learning for event generation – Julien Baglio, CERN TH QCD seminar



Quantum NOT gate                           

Pauli Z gate                                       

Hadamard gate                               

X |0⟩ = |1⟩, X |1⟩ = |0⟩

X |0⟩ = |0⟩, X |1⟩ = − |1⟩

X |0⟩ =
1

2
( |0⟩ + |1⟩)

Bits and qubits (digital quantum computer)

From 0 and 1 to  and : one-qubit state  as a superposition|0⟩ |1⟩ |ψ⟩

1019/11/2021 Quantum machine learning for event generation – Julien Baglio, CERN TH QCD seminar

More qubits: e.g. bit 5 can be represented by a three-qubit state |101⟩

Boolean operator  Unitary matrices (gates)→

Christian Bauer
Quantum Computing for Colliders

A very short quantum computing primer

Every state is represented by qubits. Examples are

fa = |0⟩ , fb = |1⟩ , |5⟩ = |101⟩ , true = |0⟩ , false = |1⟩

We operate on these states with unitary operations (matrices)

U
<latexit sha1_base64="TmU/DqUWarUyx8hwXKkk/PJYunc=">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</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="i43LZxeJLTWqqn/LEhEJavYh2PE=">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</latexit>

2x2 matrix U
on single qubit

4x4 matrix U
on pair of qubits

Can perform controlled operations

U
<latexit sha1_base64="JRusV3TkVpJFRXK9o9i30g6IFGA=">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</latexit>

= U ⌦ |0i h0|
<latexit sha1_base64="1ozER/XC4/Z2o+Q77tCeVWG6Qb0=">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</latexit>

= U ⌦ |1i h1|
<latexit sha1_base64="fyGWTJGhgyhUQ4KQ8cC924gNXAE=">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</latexit>

•
U

<latexit sha1_base64="eS2kCgvqGVAMBTCF8h9NmLAmU1o=">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</latexit>

All Unitary operations can be built out of a very small set of basic operations

Marat Freytsis
Effective uses of quantum computing for HEP

Some commons one-qubit gates:



Gates and circuits
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Important two-qubit gate: controlled-NOT (CNOT)
• Qubit 1 is : do nothing on qubit 2 

• Qubit 1 is : apply one-qubit gate NOT on qubit 2

|0⟩
|1⟩

Create entanglement
 |0⟩

|0⟩ : Bell state=
1

2
( |00⟩ + |11⟩)

• Important remark: circuits are unitary  quantum algorithms are invertible 

• At the end of a circuit, measurement is performed: build expectation values

⇒
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Quantum generator 
for generative 
adversarial networks

Quantum machine learning for event generation – Julien Baglio, CERN TH QCD seminar



Hybrid approach for a qGAN

13Quantum machine learning for event generation – Julien Baglio, CERN TH QCD seminar19/11/2021

qGAN framework

3

Optimum = Nash equilibrium

GAN framework

2

Generator

Neural network model

Optimum = Nash equilibrium

Classical setup: Hybrid quantum-classical setup:

Optimization of the calculation: 
Only the generator becomes quantum



Model for the quantum layer: styled qGAN
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Quantum network: a series of quantum layers with rotation gates and entanglement operators

|0i Ry Rz Ry Rz

Uent

. . . Ry

|0i Ry Rz Ry Rz . . . Ry

...
...

...
...

...

|0i Ry Rz Ry Rz . . . Ry

1 layer

1

Ry = exp (−i
θ
2

σy), Rz = exp (−i
θ
2

σz)
1 observable = 1 qubit

 set of controlled rotations for entanglementUent

Novelty of our network:  
the noise is inserted in every gate and 
not only in the initial quantum state

Circuit implemented in Python with qibo [S. Efthymiou et al., arXiv:2009.01845] for quantum simulation and 
qiskit [G. Aleksandrowicz et al., code on Zenodo] for hardware deployment on IBM Q

data reuploading

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.01845
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2562111
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.01845
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2562111


Latent dimension and encoding of the observables
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Latent dimension: dimension of the noise vector  inserted in the circuit 
 
Parameter tuning: each gate with tuneable parameters 

ξ( j)

ϕ( j)
g

a key hyperparameter

here comes the training

, simple linear parameterization of angle Ri
y,z(ϕ(i)

g , ξ( j)) = Ry,z(ϕi
gξj + ϕi+1

g ) θ

Measure expectation values: perform N measurements (shots) of the final 
quantum state of the circuit, building ⃗x fake = − [⟨σ1

z ⟩, ⟨σ2
z ⟩, …, ⟨σ1

n⟩]



Classical discriminator network
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Use deep convolutional neural network with 7 main layers

• 1 input layer: Take n inputs (data), dense 
nodes fully connected to get an output of 
high dimensionality 

• 4 convolution layers with 64, 32, 16, 8 
filters (convolution matrices), using a ReLU 
activation function 

• 1 flatten layer: One-dimensional fully 
connected layer of data 

• 1 activation layer: output the binary 
classification using a sigmoid activation 
function

Flattened

Sigm
oid layer

Convolution layers (ReLU)

…

Reshape

input

fake

real
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Use deep convolutional neural network with 7 main layers

• 1 input layer: Take n inputs (data), dense 
nodes fully connected to get an output of 
high dimensionality 

• 4 convolution layers with 64, 32, 16, 8 
filters (convolution matrices), using a ReLU 
activation function 

• 1 flatten layer: One-dimensional fully 
connected layer of data 

• 1 activation layer: output the binary 
classification using a sigmoid activation 
function

ReLU: f(x) = { x if x ≥ 0
αx if x < 0

, α = 0.2 Sigmoid: f(x) =
1

1 + e−x

Flattened

Sigm
oid layer

Convolution layers (ReLU)

…

Reshape

input

fake

real



Training procedure: Nash equilibrium
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Training: Adapt alternatively the quantum generator  and the 

classical discriminator  [  and  input samples for the two networks]

G(ϕg, z)
D(ϕd, x) z x

Mathematical tool: binary cross-entropy for the loss functions

• Generator loss function: 
 

• Discriminator loss function: 
ℒG(ϕg, ϕd) = − 𝔼z∼pnoise(z)[log(D(ϕd, G(ϕg, z))]

ℒD(ϕg, ϕd) = 𝔼z∼preal(z)[log(D(ϕd, z)] + 𝔼z∼pnoise(z)[log(1 − D(ϕd, G(ϕg, z))]
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 and min
ϕg

ℒG(ϕg, ϕd) max
ϕd

ℒ(ϕg, ϕd)

Training: Adapt alternatively the quantum generator  and the 

classical discriminator  [  and  input samples for the two networks]

G(ϕg, z)
D(ϕd, x) z x

Mathematical tool: binary cross-entropy for the loss functions

• Generator loss function: 
 

• Discriminator loss function: 
ℒG(ϕg, ϕd) = − 𝔼z∼pnoise(z)[log(D(ϕd, G(ϕg, z))]

ℒD(ϕg, ϕd) = 𝔼z∼preal(z)[log(D(ϕd, z)] + 𝔼z∼pnoise(z)[log(1 − D(ϕd, G(ϕg, z))]

Game theory: min-max two-player game to reach Nash equilibrium 



Training procedure: gradient descent
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For the training of the styled qGAN: ADADELTA stochastic gradient descent method 
with an initial learning rate 0.5 (generator) and 0.1 (discriminator) [M. Zeiler, arXiv:1212.5701]

Find the Nash equilibrium: update the parameters  with gradient descent(ϕg, ϕd)

,  with ϕi
g,d → ϕi

g,d + δϕi
g,d δϕi

g,d = − ηgrϕi
g,d

grϕi
g,d

=
∂ℒ

∂ϕi
g,d

learning rate: a key hyperparameter

https://arxiv.org/abs/1212.5701
https://arxiv.org/abs/1212.5701


How to compare generated samples with real samples?
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Use the Kullback-Leibler divergence: DKL(P | |Q) = ∑
x

P(x)log ( P(x)
Q(x) )

Main idea: with  reference distribution, Q DKL = 0 ⇔ P ≡ Q

The KL divergence is the difference between the information entropy of  
and the cross entropy of  with 

P
P Q



Validation: 1D gamma distribution

6

Training: 104 samples

styled qGAN validation: 1D and 3D-gaussian examples
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Assessing the validity of the approach: train and test on known distribution

With one qubit, one layer, using 100 bins: 1D Gamma function pγ(x, α, β) = xα−1 e−x/β

βαΓ(α)
, α = β = 1

• Pre-processing of the data to fit samples in [-1;1] 

• Train on 104 samples until convergence is reached, 
perform hyperparameter optimization 

• Use generator to generate 104 and 105 samples to 
demonstrate reproducibility and data augmentation



styled qGAN validation: 1D and 3D-gaussian examples
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Now entanglement is necessary

Test whether the qGAN captures correlations: train on 3D Gaussian function 

, with p( ⃗x ) ∝ exp [−
1
2

( ⃗x − Σ)TΣ−1( ⃗x − ⃗μ )] Σ =
0.5 0.1 0.25
0.1 0.5 0.1

0.25 0.1 0.5
, ⃗μ = (0,0,0)
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styled qGAN validation: 1D and 3D-gaussian examples
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Now entanglement is necessary

Test whether the qGAN captures correlations: train on 3D Gaussian function 

, with p( ⃗x ) ∝ exp [−
1
2

( ⃗x − Σ)TΣ−1( ⃗x − ⃗μ )] Σ =
0.5 0.1 0.25
0.1 0.5 0.1

0.25 0.1 0.5
, ⃗μ = (0,0,0)

Correlations are well captured!
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Results for  
leading-order event 
generation

pp → tt̄
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Simulation with actual LHC data

Testing the styled qGAN with real data: test-case with leading-order production pp → tt̄

2319/11/2021 Quantum machine learning for event generation – Julien Baglio, CERN TH QCD seminar

Training and reference samples generated with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [Alwall et al., JHEP 07 (2014) 079]

LHC at 13 TeV set-up, training set of 104 samples, Mandelstam variables  and rapidity (s, t) y

https://arxiv.org/abs/1405.0301
https://arxiv.org/abs/1405.0301


Results of noiseless simulations
After classical training, assessment of the potential performance with noiseless simulations
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Simulation performed on a classical computer with a quantum simulator in the qibo framework
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Results of noiseless simulations
After classical training, assessment of the potential performance with noiseless simulations

2419/11/2021 Quantum machine learning for event generation – Julien Baglio, CERN TH QCD seminar

Simulation performed on a classical computer with a quantum simulator in the qibo framework

Remarkable low KL divergences with data augmentation! 
Are these nice results maintained on real hardware ?



Preparing actual runs: simulating the noise

 Before sending jobs on real hardware: estimate the impact of noise on the results⇒
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Current hardware era: Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices

• Read-out errors, decoherence time 

• Probability of state  being actually in state  (and vice-versa) 

• One-qubit gate errors, Two-qubit gate errors, etc.

|0⟩ |1⟩
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Current hardware era: Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices

• Read-out errors, decoherence time 

• Probability of state  being actually in state  (and vice-versa) 

• One-qubit gate errors, Two-qubit gate errors, etc.

|0⟩ |1⟩



Results on IBM Q hardware
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Access to IBM quantum hardware via IBM Q cloud service

Technology of superconducting transmon qubit: reduced sensitivity to charge noise 

• Translation of qibo Python script to IBM qiskit Python script 

• Run on ibmq_santiago 5-qubit machine
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Results on IBM Q hardware
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Access to IBM quantum hardware via IBM Q cloud service

Technology of superconducting transmon qubit: reduced sensitivity to charge noise 

• Translation of qibo Python script to IBM qiskit Python script 

• Run on ibmq_santiago 5-qubit machine

Still good results with 
relatively low KL divergence!



Testing of different architectures

Superconducting transmon qubits: 
ibmq_santiago with 2-neighbouring site 
connectivity

2719/11/2021 Quantum machine learning for event generation – Julien Baglio, CERN TH QCD seminar

Trapped ion technology: ionQ 
with all-to-all connectivity

Access via IBM Q cloud service Access via Amazon Web Services



Testing of different architectures: results
• Translation of qibo Python script to Amazon Web Services Braket script 

• Access constraints to ionQ: test limited to 1k samples only
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ionQ samples:
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Testing of different architectures: results
• Translation of qibo Python script to Amazon Web Services Braket script 

• Access constraints to ionQ: test limited to 1k samples only
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IBM Q samples:

Very similar results: 

algorithm largely hardware-independent
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Conclusions: What’s 
next?
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Summary of main points

• A proof-of-concept for a quantum generator (styled qGAN) has been presented 

• A test-case with real Monte Carlo event has demonstrated success: the generator has 
learnt underlying  distributions and correlations for  production 

 Demonstrated data augmentation from 104 training data to 105 generated data 

• The quantum network is shallow: great advantage in the current NISQ era 

• Tested on two different quantum architectures: superconducting transmon qubits 
(IBM) and trapped ions (ionQ) with similar performances 

 The quantum generator seems quite hardware-independent 

(s, t, y) pp → tt̄
⇒

⇒

3019/11/2021 Quantum machine learning for event generation – Julien Baglio, CERN TH QCD seminar

Code available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5567077

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5567077
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5567077


What’s next?
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Apply error mitigation 

techniques to increase the 
quality of the output?  

 
Apply the styled qGAN to other 

problems (parton shower? 
Monte Carlo integration?)  

 
Transition from hybrid approach 

to a full quantum GAN: 
discriminator+generator in one 

quantum network? 



Thanks for your attention! 
Questions?

CERN Quantum Hub

7

• CERN is a hub member of the Quantum Network 

• Access to IBM Hardware based on quotas for 
Hub members and projects 

• Currently looking for expressions of interest for 
new members

CERN QTI - DM Grabowska05/11/2021

We have access to real-world quantum computers!
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